Market Share Gleaning Program

We turn your food loss into gain!

Help us help you reduce your food loss at the end of market, and reduce hunger in San Diego at the same time!

We are experienced gleaners who can pack, transport and donate your unsold product.

How it Works
At the end of the week market (typically a Sunday market), a team of volunteers would walk around to all vendors and query if they think they might have excess to donate (usually asking how many boxes they might need). An hour before the end of market, the boxes are distributed to participating vendors. At market’s end, the boxes are collected, produce weighed and notated. An email receipt will be mailed to the vendor for tax purposes. Either we can pack the boxes or the vendor can. The boxes of will then be taken to participating local food pantries for distribution.

Vendors can opt in or out, any time, but the vast majority participate and donate unsold food to the program, while getting a tax write off. The glean team is very unobtrusive and does not disrupt the activities of the vendors or market managers in any way. So, rather than having to worry about disposal of unsold but edible product, we would be saving you that extra step at the end of your busy day.

Highlights

- Easy opt in, opt out
- We supply boxes for donation
- Email receipt for your tax deduction
- No disruption - end of market pickup and distribution
- You are reducing waste and hunger in San Diego!

To participate in this program or for more information please contact us:

760.492.3467
info@producegood.org
www.producegood.org

ProduceGood is a 501(c)3 corporation (#47-2289721)